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Murphy's Ch¡ld.

Abstract

The thesis is comprised (in two volumes) of an autobiographical text and

exegesrs.

Murphy's Chitd wriTes a double story : a story of the author's status as the

illegitimate child of a father she has never met; her childhood experiences

of deprivation and abuse growing up in England during the 1960's and 70's and

some of the emotional, psychological and material sequalae of those experiences,

and a story of her life as a migrant to South Australia, from where she initiates

a search both for her father and for the means of her own legitimatlon. The

search, or quest, confronts her not only with her'past'and its manifestations

in the present, but also with contemporary political issues concerning alienation

and reconciliation

The exegesis explores the subiect matter(s) of Murphy's Child, and the

impulses underlying it, from three different perspectives. The first perspective is

that of a nai've reader/interlocutor struggling with issues pertaining to

(postmodern) writing, genre, truth and knowledge, The second is that of a

feminist scholarship, reflecting on illegitimacy's discursive associations with 'the

feminine' and with marginalised knowledges, including embodied or corporeal

knowledge. The third perspective is writerly and articulates some of the critical

moments in the production of the text which demanded that truths be consciously

expressed through imagined symbolic equivalents, or fictions.



This work contains no material which has been accepted for the award of

any other degree or diploma in any university or other tertiary institution,

and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, contains no material previously

published or written by another person, except where due reference is made

in the text.

I give consent for a copy of my thesis to be deposited in the University Library

and to be made available for loan and photocopying.

Fiona M. Carroll



He raised his missile to hurl it; lcommenced a soothing speech, but could not

stay his hand. The stone struck my bonnet, and then ensued, frorrr the stanrmering

lips of the little fellow, a string of curses which, whether he comprehended them

or not, were delivered with practised emphasis, and distorted his baby features

into a shocking expression of malignity.

You may be certain tlris grieved, rrore than angered nre. Fit to cry, ltook an

orange from my pocket, and offered it to propitiate him.

He hesltated, arrd then snatched it from my hold, as if he farrcied lonly

intended to tempt and disappoint hinr.

I showed another, keepirrg it out of his reach.

'Who has taught you those fine words, my barn,' I inquired.'The curate?'

'Damn the curate, and thee! Cie me tlrat,' he replìed.

'Tell us where you got your lessons, and you shall have it,'said l.'Wlro's

your master?'

'Devil daddy,' was lris answer.

'And what do you learn fronr Daddy?' I continued.

He jumped at the fruit; I raised it higher.'What does he teach you?'lasked.

'Nauglrt,' said he, 'but to keep out of his gait - '

Emily Jane Brontë. 1B1B-48
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The Chosen Cenre.

I can't do this.

lou can't do u¡hot 7

This critical exegesis thing - I can't do it

Th,e¿e'¿ no ¿uc/t, u¡o¿d arJ can1t,

Yes there is - it gets said - and it gets written - and I know, what you ntean - you mean One -
that can't isn't a proper word - it's slang - vernacular - the proper word is Cannot -

and Two - you ntean that what I really ntean is that I won't do it - because l'nt too lazy -
or wilfttlly stttpid - or in some other way being deliberately difficult - but l'm telling you - lcan't

do it.

Ahot do gou møan gou can'ú do ¿rt - od courue gou can - a¡hat'ô the na,fte¿ u¡ízt/t.

gou ? - gou d.íd a A,la¿te¿ oó A+'út degoøe d,tdn't gou ? - öheg mu¿t kaue taugltt gou

oornel./zíng øt tl¿ø unt'ueztzsttg - anrl goun e6óctgô uezte a,/øag,l .too long - oune'lg gou can

hnoú up twentg ,tltou¿atul u.to41¿5 a{,o¿t't oome,th,íng gou'tte u¡,tiüen glo¿t4 ø¿1.

Well no doubt I could - but saying what ? - it's an exercise that puts nte in mind of setting a table -
placing a vase of flowers in its centre - filling its glasses with wine - its jug with iced water - its

plates with steanting food - and then dropping a table-cloth over the whole repast -
I mean - if the book works - in whatever way it might work - it does not need or deserve to

have nte veil it - n-take a palimpsest out of it - neither does it need nte poking my nose in telling my

poor reader how to read - what nty authorial intentions were -

).)



and if it fails - well then a critical essay about it would amount to a horrible sort of apology -

and who wants to write one of those ? and besides all of that - if The Author is dead - how ant I

presunted to speak ?

Ahù do gou n?øan - ¿l thø autho,¡ tA dead - gtou'4e not dec¿d - a/ùø gou 7

Well - no - and yes - I believe the phrase comes from a pronouncenlent ntade by Roland Barthes -
from memory it contes from a book he wrote called lntage Music Text t -

he's referring to a conceptual shift - a shift in thinking - or theory - away front an idea that

the author of a book guarantees the book's meaning - towards an idea of a text which is necessarily

open to numerous possible meanings - or readings - which might exist in contradiction of one another

- lthink it follows on front a claint by Nietzsche that Cod is Dead.

So a¡ho'ô Nae.tzoc/tø u¡hen he'ô art h,ome - and /tou¡ u¡ou,ld he ldnou¡ anguÌag?

Friedrich Nietzsche was a philospher - one apparently labouring under a sense of divine abandonntent -

the question of knowledge and knowing is a good question - - who is allowed to know what

- and expressed how - - Michel Foucault would say that knowledge is that which is socially

constructed and legitintized as knowledge - a product - both an effect and a technique of power -

- Certrude Stein expressed the nTatter more sintply - one cannot come back too often to the

question of what is knowledge - said she - and to the answer that knowledge is what one knows 2 -

- there's a real sense in which I do not know and cannot say what I have written - and

attempting to beconte a critical reader of the book lproduced won't necessarily rentedy that - -
I mean - for a start - I cltose no genre - I simply wrote -

and by that statentent ldon't ntear¡ to imply that ldid no editing - but that in the first instance lwrote

in ternts of a necessity to write - as Rainet'Maria Rilke advised Mr Kappus to do3 - writing as if

4.



no one had ever tried before - what I see and feel and love and lose - describing everyday life - the

Thíngs around n're - intages front dreants - objects I rementber - ntaintaining a belief in sonte kind of

what Ritke ternts beauty - and what twould term - at the risk of sounding verY awkward - even

pitiabte or ludicrous - Cod - not that l'nt a church-7oer - l'nt not -

How can t define and analyze the genre of what I wrote - let alone its place in the genre - if

it hasn't got a genre ? - that's partly what the reference to fictocriticisnt is doing there - in the second

chapter - signifying defiance of attempts at generic classification -

F¿oto u¡hat ?

Criticisnt - fictocriticism - that was my original PhD project - before the PhD by Creative Writing

becante possible - allowable lshould say - a fictocritical proiect -

u¡/wc/t, tnoana u.úa,t - ezzaotlg ?

well it doesn't mean any one thing exactly - which was pdrt of its ittitial attraction - - lttnderstand

the term to denote a writing which blends the overtly scholarly with the overtly creative - writing

which disrttpts or blurs the boundaries between autobiograplty, fiction and criticisnt - not simply in the

sense of ptacing them side by side - as Julia Kristeva does in Stabat Mater for example - but in the

sense of nttúating both - bringing a spottight to bear upon the known forms in order to ntake thent 'say'

sontething else. a

My initiat idea for the PhD was one of a fornt of autobiography written printarily through

quotations from other books - quotations woven together through narrative passages recalling occasions

of discovering these particular books - reflecting on how what was happening in and around nly owtl

tife both shaped and limited how t read then-t - and on the ways the books seemed to change as my

circuntstances changed -
5



Tont read some of the early drafts of nty efforts and said they prodttced writings which were

herntetically sealed - that basicatly with the exception of the'personal'prose passages they could only

make any coherent sense to r¡te - and on that basis no-one would want to pttblish what lhad written -

it vtas inaccessible and therefore also - from an acadentic perspective - closed to evaluation -

so I gave up trying to do fictocriticism overtly - (white interntittently asking myself what is

journalism - what is the nature of the writing a journalist does ? ) - and kept ort trying to do it - nty

version of it - in secret in ntY mind

Uha,t do gou nøa,n - in ¿øcttøt ón gourt, m,tnd - u)ha't a/Lø gou ta,/h;ng/ a'/,ou't - Uottn

oezluion o.d þa'toutziooøm 04' gloun uezuíon o'l iotøna,løm 7

t'nt talking about both - about hotding the possibility in nty mind - a theoretical and political possibility

- of moving between account - or description - and invention - - between exteriors and interiors -

between - in a sense - thought speech and writing -

not just between - but also through - to create sonle ' thing' on paper - some thing which was

at the sante tinte I'tere and there and sontewhere else - although with a change of entphasis toward the

overtly ficto - toward what Wordsworth desct'ibed as making - rather than findings - -

but l'nt getting ahead of ntyself - tatking about the genesis of the subntitted piece instead of its

genre.

Fiona øhg cto gou heop on ca//;ng ou't nunù{,e/ra ? - tt'¿ oett'g cl'øconcetttíng

Oh that - that's an acadentic habit - a sort of enculturated fornt of Tourette's syndrome - it signifies

the fact that lant ntaking a truth claim - a "legitintate" in inverted contmas - claim - to know

something which can be verified with reference to something written by someone else -

- it's a habit that belongs to scholarsltip and the realnt of written ratlter than spoken language

- - each tinte t refer to sonteone else's writing - consciously that is - I have to acknowledge it -

which t do with a number - then at the end of the essay I provide a list of books or notes

6.



correspond¡ng to their nuntbers as they appear in the body of work - otherwise I'nt plagiarising and it's

off with nty head.

So whg haven't !/ou gtot a /,thr/e num,l'e4 ¿uz the¿ø then - üh'a,t'¿ a +ødeztence to

Akce ín Aondezvland un't ¿t 7

Wett it could be - and it probabty is - but it probably is equally a reference to a series I've been

watching on television about the wives of Henry the Eighth - Ann Boleyn in particular comes to mind

- her littte neck - and her sentence - I am come hither today to die.

So do gou haoø to 4ode)encø tha,t ?

Well I'm not entirely sgre that ldon't - but no - ldon't really think so - - in the first place it's not a

literary text - it's an audio-visual and re-n-ten'tbered text - althottgh before it becante that it was a

written text - and before that an intagined text - but the point is that l'nt not referring to it in order to

prove anything - only to comntunicate sontething to you -
and your guestion reflects another aspect of my paralysis - my - I can't -

if t have to reference every reference to every other text in nty book nty entire exegesis would have to

consist of a list of references - twenty thousand words'worth - not iust for the books'but for all

the other kinds of texts l'm referring to - such as the Oprah Winfrey Show - thíngs heard on tlrc radio

- ntusic - or an exhibition in the university library that t refer to - that was a real socio-historical

instittttional and ntaterial event - not iust a fictional device -

Aha,t ulaÁ tha,t olo¿tt ?

Teeth.

7
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Yes - that's right - teeth

So u¡høt ,rrl gouzf, /rook ato¿tt ezzaoþlg - not denÚøtzt'g ¿utte'lU ?

Oh Cod - t hate that question - Jeanette Winterson hates it too - she says lt is about itself and if I

could condense it into other words lshould not have taken such care to chose the words tdid'6

(.ilho'¿ daging tlw,t ?

I ant - and so is or was Jeanette Winterson - she actuatly said it in an essay called A Work

Of My Own - but t first came across it in an essay by Caytene Perry called Writing in the Dark:

Exorcising the Exegesisr -
she ntakes a lot of fair points in that essay - one being about the contentious position of the

so-called creative wrifer within Australian post-gradttate research degrees - - lmean - she nteans -

for example - the "ordinary" PhD in literature does not require the candidate to tack a piece of some

example of Creative Writing on to the end of their thesis - - she suggests that everybody knows by

now that att writing is subjective and therefore fictional - and yet the recognition of the creative

elentents of critical and recognizably non-fictional modes of writing has not effected an evenin¿¡ of the

plane between literary criticism and creative writing - it has in fact further privileged the critical

subject over the writer of the allegedly fictional -

- another point she makes is that her own experience of the "creative writing process" is

analogous to what she calls writing in the dark - or - n'tore theoretically put - to Julia Kristeva's

notion of the semiotic world rupturing into the syntbolic - the rupturing of an individual into social and

institutional spaces - a process that is difficutt - if not intpossible - to look back on and give sonte

kind of organized account of or iustification for -
lwrote a great deal of the middte section of the book - which is what lwould call -

followingFrankMcCourt-AMemoirofAChildhood-withmyeyesliterallyshut--lspent

unknown periods of tinte crouched down on the kitchen floor - my eyes closed - nty back to the

ôo.



wall - search¡ng inside nry body for the places where particular mentories seemed to be localized - in

nty feet - or n1y guts - my shoulders - the sn'tall of my back - the base of nty spine -

when I could feel the ntentory t would go back to the table and type out the words which for

me were the syntbolic equivalent of what I was rententbering experiencing - -

the whole book - in one sense - ts an exercise in ntemory - corresponding to something I

rementbered reading about Nietzsche - that one of his insights was that pain is the key ternt itt

instituting memorY - -
Caylene perry says that the definition of the exegesis has never been ntade clear to her - that

she asked every academic she came across to explain it to her and the recurring reaction was a

tttrning away - a muntbling - occasionally a frank admission that nobody really knew -

ntimetically speaking she is stitt waiting for a clear definition of the purpose and proposed

models for this requirement - she suggests that the writer ntight create her own interpretation - a

work that is useful for the writer - and for teaching and practising writing in general - but in that

case I would have thougl"rt it would an'tount to another piece of Creative Writing'

Hang on - ó¿oØ dou¡n - u¡ltøt doe¡ ¿he rnean {rg aagong tha't a// øA'ting tzS

6¿otíonar/ - í,t"J nea.ùô to me - ancl (Dha,t on eatt'th doe;l ¿emiot'c mean - ¿'t ¿ouncl¿ /oke a

rnenta/ cond/ttíon óttoug/tt on óg e/zce^ô¿ue e¿acu'la'tion -

There yott go - talking about sex again - do you know - wl'ten I totd nty psychoanalyst that I had

never told you about being sexually abused by lo he said - but Fiona - your ntother sexually abused

you - that's what he said - - and you - to this duy - are apParently completely unaware of it -

u)hat on ea/ùth a/ùe gou ta,lking otott't - ôøzua,llg a,lu¿ed gou - I dûd no ôua'h

But you did you see - I don't think you meant to - but you did - not in the physical sense -

but psychotogicatty - anc! entotionalty - you did - atl that talk abottt sex and impotence and KY ielly
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and how quickty you could bring yourself to orgasm - I mean - why on earth did you tell me that

?

- it,s alright - you don't have to look at me like that - it was a rhetorical question - I know

you don,t know the ansvr'er - and I teft the worst of that feature - your vastly unnerving proclantation

that you could bring yourself to orgasm in thirty seconds - out - - Speedy Conzalez with an Olympian

Ctitoris - it was as though there was sonte kind of contpetition between us - and t didn't know what

for -
tn Alice Miller's terms you objectified and instrumentalized me - the sante thing probably

happened to you when you were a chitd - atthough in different ways - - you should read some of her

books - t particularly recomø'rcnd For Your Own Cood: Hidden Cruelty in Child-Rearing and the Roots

of Violences

- she ntakes the argument in there that even spanking - which I know in the past used to be

considered a 'norntal' form of punishment - creates psychic pain and a sense of humiliation - and the

need to both express and subsequently repress those feelings - rePress precisely because expressiott is

forbidden in the disciplined and obedient child - is the same as it is in instances of more physically

injurious aìssaults - -
often you treated me as nterely a prosthetic of yours - an emotional prosthetic - a stage-prop

in the dranta of your own unhappiness - not as someone separate front you with thoughts or feelings or

wishes of her own.

Fiona I tcøa,/rlg don't hnou¡ øhat gou'4e ta'/'hing a'l'ott't'

Welt then l'll change the subiect - -
the idea of att writing being fictional concerns the impossibility of inclusive obiectivity

- - even writing which is presented as objective and factual creates fictions because it is constructed

through particular interests and omissions - g,aps -

for example history itsetf - ntany people in Australia seent to believe that the British invasiott

and subseqttent colonization of Australia was achieved without conflict - - this is not so - - recently

10.



I cante across a book called Hontelands and Frontiersl o - it details the fact that the British invasion of

Australia led to the deaths of at least twenty thousand Aboriginat men women and childrett in defence

of their homelands - at least twenty thousand people - and their histories - most of whom have

existed otttside the pages of British history and are only iust coming into written being '

and that figure - twenty thousand - speaks nothing of the indigenous people who were killed

un-violentty - as a result of tlte diseases with which we infected thent - and the policies through

which we attempted to eradicate them - such as the white Australia policy -

I recently read a book called Benang - written by Kint Scott - look - here - on Page seven -

this quote -

The modern world has many problems to face. The half-caste is not one of them' He

(or she) is merely a passing phase, an incident in history, an interesting event in what

we call 'progress', a natural transmutation in what we know as cultural evolution' He

will solve himself and disappear. That much is certain; it is not problematical' The

only problem that enters into it, though it is a palpable misuse of the word to call it

that, is how long is it going to'take. A few centuries maybe; perhaps much less'

... on the ground alone that he is a nuisance to us, we should hurry on his disappearance

West Australian, 22 .lulY 1933.r 1

Reading this tfeet much the same way as lfeel remembering you tetting me about how my father

reacted when you totd him you were pregnant with nte - that he wanted to get-rid-of nte - make nte

disappear

the feeting - which is not one feeting - a feeling which t cannot integrate - is migrainous'

I have wondered if t could possibly make a case for saying l've written a history book - that my genre

is history - not in the sense of a diachronic narrative of potiticat and military events - but rather in

11.



the sense of what's termed New History - history which attentpts to consider the experience of those of

us who have traditionatly inhabited the n'rargins of Western culture and society - Housing Trust tenants

for example - non-property-owners - children - - Henry Jantes once wrote that the novel is history

- that the task of the novelist as n'tuch as the historian is to represent and illttstrate the past 1 2 -

as for Sentiotic - I'm not really sure what it medns - according to Elizabeth Crosz the ternt

can be correlated - within a psychoanalytic frantework - with the anarchic pre-oedipal contponent

drives and polymorphous erotogenic zones orifices and organs - by contrast with the syntbolic order it

is said to be a ntaternally oriented spacet 3 - ¡s that of any help to you ?

No - .tt øn't - - Øhot I aeøl,lg ual t to knou¡ ø u¡hat haoe gou u¡¿'íÚtøn ?

And l've told you - l've written a book

FoA goodneÀô' óa,laø Fíona - ute'4e go¿ng¡ hound ín oøc'te¡ - a te'løphone d'theotoùg'ô

a {rooh and I don''t ezzpeot UoLt"ue u¡4,íÛten onø Òó tlt'o¿e -

Wett it has got telephone numbers in it - and recipes - and poems - and descriptions of events

- events which really happened and - as Somerset Maughant once said - if twere to call it a novel it

would only be because I don't know what else to call itl a -

- ironicatty enough ldiscovered à book called Origins of the Novel in which the author -

pursuing certain Freudian hypotheses - postulated a certain type of elementary story-telling -

describing it as a form half-way between literature and psychology - conscious in childhood -

unconscious in adult tife - compulsive in many forms of neurosis - tending itself both structurally and

thentatically to the expression of all sorts of conflicting intentions that only an adeguate analysis can

unravel -
- a FamilY Romance -

a biographical fantasy expressly conceived to account for the ttnaccottntable disgrace of being

12.



unaristocratic, unlucky and ttnloved -

- the chitd assumes an illegitintacy that opens, for his (sic) pseudo-biography, new vistas witlt

untold consequence.s - - he relegates his father to an imaginary kingdont beyond and above the family

circle - - a fornt of tribute ntaybe - btt in fact an exile - this royal father who is forever absent

ntight iust as well not exist for all the part he plays in everyday life - - a phantom - a corpse -

whose vacant place cries out to be fitted't 5

- if this is in any sense'trLte' - or valid - then n"ry story - of illegitimacy and the

quest for the absent father - is somehow everybody's story - a story about being otttside the garden

- tthought about possibly catting it a mytho-biography - bttt then Atice said Cod dott't call it

that - it so¿nds like something tittte blokes do deep in the forest - why don't you call it Wonten's Life

Writing ?

- but the problem with that is that I was not writing as-a-woman and - as far as I am aware

- l have not read or been influenced by anything explicitly in that category -

- t asked Tont what my chosen genre was and at first he scratched his head and looked

puzzled - do you need one ? he asked - - Wett apparently tdo ttold hint - because apparently lhave

to make a significant contribution to nry chosen genre - - then he suggested autobiographical fiction -

- good grief I thought - that probabty includes iust about every novel ever written - I ntean - back

in the nineteenth centLtry people described Jane Eyre as autobiography - a review by C.H. Lewes

ittsisted - if is autobiography - tlot perhaps in the naked facts and circuntstances - but in the actual

suffering and experience. t 6

then - partly in a bid to narrow down the fietd of stylistic predecessors - I suggested fictional

autobiography - - Tont shook his head. - - tf you call it that - he said - people will think you've

made it Ltp - - but t have - I countered - and it's the truth.

Tha,t'¿ & cont c¿díotton ín tetnø - - hoa¡ cøn tt lrø the tt u,th 'r{, gou mctde tt up -

uÌha,t ane gou aaging - haue gou ut4i,üøn an au,to.l,4ogÌ4aphg 04 not ? - anrl Øha,t do

13.



g,u nl,eÕn {,g Oag,íng gÒu'ùe nOt uttwtín'ç aA a unn\an - gùu a/Ùe a' ØOmt¿n a/t'en't gtùu - g)u

haoøn't l¿att a deø changø hauø gou ? - an¿t u¡ho'ô tluø Akcø and the Torn gou høøp

nønttOnnng ?

Well - yes - and no - yoLt see - t quickty discovered that t could not write about myself

without writing about others - there is no me without you - no subiect without obiect - no self - in

Lacanian ternts - without the Other with a capitat O - that's why t start the book with Two - Two

mintttes past twelve you see - instead of Once l-)pon A Time - or On The Stroke Of Midnight -

it constituted nty refusal of the phatlic I - as in lwas born in Hope Hospital - Salford -

England - the summer of nineteen fifty seven - the fragrant warmth of the evening seemed to mock

the misery of circun'tstances to which twas oblivious ftrll stop capital letter.

lou u¡e4en't óo,Ln ön the euøning - gou urc/ùe .{'o4n ín the mo4'rungt - t/t'ø eartlg hott'w

o{¡ tltø Ìno¡,ning - a,lte,c Õ oe/ùg ûong and ch,6ó¿cu/,t lotourt' - I a¡a¿ in oøcottd ôtagø utí,th gou

[oa ouez ,[aoe houra - gou uÌe)e. up,J¿de dou¡n - and back to front - I know - a ó¿eaeh,

.ó44,th - and u¡hcot øue/I' do ltou mea'n óg the pha,llic ege 7

Not knowing - or I should say not rentembering - where and when I was born is part of the

ctiffictrtty of an atftobiography as a linear narrative of origin and progression through tinte - that's why

lstarted the book here - in the kitchen - in Australia -
to explain +q/hat t ntean by the phatlic I - or to try and clarify what lntean by not writing as

awoman--well -twouldhavetogiveyoualectureofasort-introduceyoutosometheory-

Ue'|,{ gto ahead then -

Well are you sure you want to hear all this ?

Uell f utÒn't lanou¡ utyüí,l I'ue høcatd ,ti u¡¿,/,/ f - ¿o go ahead - óe ng gue/Jt.

14



Ref lecting Theoreti cal lY

As recently as 1997 Chris Weedon had a second edition of a book published, in England, in

which she re-asserted that feminism is a politics and one which, having its roots in the

Women's Liberation Movement, is directed towards changing existing power relations

between men and women within society. r 7

Feminists take as their starting point the'patriarchal'structure of society, a

structure which is understood to subordinate the interests of women to the interests of

men, lts philosophical expression can be traced back at least to Plato, who argued that

order was at the heart of the universe and explored how such orderliness might be

achieved in households.

Plato emphasized the role of the intellect, advocating a leaving-behind of the world

of sensory objects as a means of achieving social harmony. Hierarchy was seen as the

logical structure which allowed the perpetuity of a divinely determined "order". ln Plato's

anthropology, or politics, males represented the original state of perfection: the defective

sign of degeneration, that which annihilated perfection, was to be found in females.

Further, Plato determined that females were not so much the öegetters of children as the

bearers, or hosts, of offspring created by males.

Platonic philosophy invested human reason, as a male privilege, with ultimate and

divine authority. The male's unquestioned authority and the subordination of wife, children

and slaves to this authority were the pragmatic ways by which household order was to be

maintained and happiness achieved. 1 I

Since we now live in an era, within Western societies, in which women have the right to

vote, theoretically have the right to equal pay for equal work, have the right to own

property and to make legal claims to the custody and guardianship of children irrespective

of marital status, and can exercise legalized (i.e.medicalized) forms of control over

reproduction, it might seem superficially difficult to make a convincing claim for current
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inequalities between the sexes, or genders.

However, one way of thinking about some of the contemporary concerns of

f eminism can be expressed with ref erence to Jacques Derrida's analysis of the

dichotomized thinking that characterizes Western societies and ideologies. This analysis

draws attention to how we know things to be what we say they are or think they are.

We know things by what they are not. For example, day is not night, mind is not

body, reason is not emotion, fact is not fiction, masculine is not feminine and man is not

woman. However, what a thing is-not is always subordinated to what it is. An Australian

philosopher, Elizabeth Grosz, has argued:

This bifurcation of being is not simply a neutral division of an otherwise all-

encompassing descriptive field. Dichotomous thinking necessarily hierarchizes

and ranks the two polarized terms so that one becomes the privileged term and

the other its suppressed, subordinated, negative counterpart.

(i.e.) The problem of dichotomous thought is not the dominance of the pair

(some sort of inherent problem with the number two); rather, it is the one

which makes it problematic, the fact that the one can allow itself no

independent autonomous other. All otherness is cast in the mold of sameness,

with the primary term acting as the only autonomous or pseudo-autonomous term.

The one allows no twos, threes, fours. lt cannot tolerate any other. The one,

in order to be a one, must draw a barrier or boundary around itself, in which case

it is necessarily implicated in the establishment of a binary - inside/outside,

presence/absence.l s

The Platonic philosophical construction of reason as a manifestation of divinity, in which

the patriarch's authority is an expression of God's will, casts all oppositions into an

ultimate opposition of Good-versus-Evil and Life-and-Death. Mind is discursively held
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within ideas of and desires for the eternal' Matter, or, The Body, is discursively associated

both with woman and with death: humanity's fall from grace in the Garden of Eden'

JacquesDerridahaswrittenoftheviolenceinherentinbinarypolarization'ofthe

on-going condition of

Felman, has ProPosed

women within this polarization an American scholar, shoshana

Theoretically subordinated to the concept of masculinity, the woman is viewed

by the man aS hls opposite, that is to say, as his other, the negative of the

positive, and not, in her own right, different, other, otherness itself.20

setting aside the issue of whether or not any of us, as women, want to be viewed as

Otherness itself ( since that idea would seem, at least potentially, to play into the

dichotomies which feminisms, including that of shoshana Felman herself, often strive to

undermine, ) along with the issue of how (a) woman is viewed by (a) woman' this analysis

can be understood to explain more than that the historical oppression of women operates in

the material, or practical, observable organizations of economic, social' medical' and

political structures. lt can explain a contemporary oppression of women, or more

theoretically precisely, the feminine, in the f oundations of language and reasoning

themselves, and in the subtle linguistic procedures and logical processes through which

meaning is produced: the subordination of women as others to a norm'

One of the questions that Shoshana Felman asks is: how can one speak from the

place of the other ? by which question she would seem to be asking how can one speak

from the place of the Woman ? This is difficult ground. Part of the difficulty is the

implication that the categories of Man and woman are natural' already-there, common-

sense categories; that there is such a thing as man, or Man and Woman' constituting

transparent, monolithic categories of human-being which everyone can recognize in the

same way

Yet thinking about, for example, the being of "an unmarried mother" in the mid-
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twentieth century, this being produces a different kind of woman from "a wife" who

presents a different being again from "a spinster." lf the woman is a woman of colour

and/or from a "poor" or "privileged" socio-economic group the differences are different

again. Further, not all women correspond in self-presentation to dominant contemporary

definitions of femininity. The category of Woman is not fixed, either from one historical or

cultural period to another, or within any given period'

One of the questions asked by feminisls is why don't women unite to overthrow patriarchy

? 21 The differences between and of women would seem to go some way towards

explaining this. Explanations can also be f ormulated in terms of Marxist theories,

particularly those of Louis Althusser, which speak of the ways in which ideology

'interpellates'human individuals as free subjects in order that we freely accept subjection'

Within this schema ideology is conceptualized as a system of representations

governing, or functioning so as to govern, the imaginary relations of individuals to the real

relations in which we live. lt has the effect of discouraging a full understanding of the

ways in which we have no full understanding of the conditions of our existence or the ways

in which we are socially constructed within them.

(The process of interpellation seems to have been keenly in operation during recent

political and media debate around the'problem'of what has been termed'people

smuggling'and'illegal immigrants'; these terms invite and attempt to insist upon a reaction

of alarm and moral indignation concerning an'illegal'activity, âs though no other

reactions or responses were rationally possible.)

A problem in the focus of feminism(s) on the oppression of women within patriarchal

structures is that it occludes any consideration of the oppression of men, or male subiects,

within these same structures. Whilst acknowledging the existence of males who are subiect

to forms of oppression, Elizabeth Grosz claims:
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1s. EVen in the case of racist oppression, it is men's colour or ethnic background'

not their mascul¡nity, which restrains men to immanence. ln this sense, it seems

to me that Elizabeth V. spelman's claim (1988) that the specificities of class

and race oppression are internally tied to sexual oppression ( a claim with which

I agree) nevertheless misses its mark : the point is that men as men are

not oppressed; insofar as men are oppressed, and Ìt is clear that a good many -

possibtyevenamajorityofmen-areoppressed,itisnotaSmen,butas

"colored" or aS members of class alignments, in terms of sexual preferences

or religious affiliations that men are oppressed' 2 2

This statement would seem to warrant serious reflection. Masculinity is spoken of as

singular thing or state, yet it would seem to be apparent that there is more than one

masculinity. Patriarchy, or phallologocentrism, relies on the one of masculinity and

essentialism which Elizabeth Grosz is herself critiquing. Further, all men have been

children. The psychoanalyst Alice Miller has written about continuums of oppressive

practises within Western societies directed at both producing and controlling children whilst

simultaneously denying the effects of these practices. The least of these effects are

defined by her as a loss of access to feelings and thus to vitality, responsiveness and

spontaneity.

It would seem clear that, f rom varying perspectives, men can experlence

themselves as other to dominant constructions of humanity as masculinity or masculinity

as humanity and can experience the exigencies of the performance of masculinity as

oppressive.

Shoshana Felman's consideration of the problem of speaking from the place of the Other is

a written question and as such implies a collapsing of the distinction between speech

and writing. yet speech itself has been opposed to writing, with writing being subordinated

to speech as its supplement or other.
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Q: (But) how is writing like an orphan and a bastard son ?

A: Because logos - Speech and Truth - is the good, legitimate, son. For iust as

when I am speaking to you now, I can be said to be the originator and father of

my speech - logos, Reason and Speech, is like a good son who enioys the presence

of a living father - "his" Origin.

WRITING, ON THE OTHER HAND,

IS LIKE AN ORPHAN OR BASTARD

SON, BECAUSE IT HAS NO

INTIMATE CONTACT WITH

ANY PATERNAL, LIVING ORIGIN.2 3

The eighteenth century philopher Jean Jacques Rousseau saw writing as a perverse aspect

of culture, corrupting of human nature. He celebrated ideas of the 'noble savage' whose

utterances were imagined to be'original'and'natural', or present and transparent, and

therefore'truthful'.

Derrida has argued that speaking and writing, languages, are forms of a play of

difference. Accepting a construction of writing as the bastard son of speech suggests

writing as the logical site for the expression of a bastard-other voice. However, Shoshana

Felman seems to be wanting to theorize the problem of how a voice might atriculate

Otherness without unintentionally subordinating it to and within discourses of Sameness

and Difference. ls it possible to represent a voice of otherness which does not rely upon

oppositional paradigms ?

ln Volatile Bodies Elizabeth Grosz makes an observation, which at first glance

seems obvious : taking up the position of subject requires that the subject, ot taker-

upper, must be able to be situated in the space occupied by its own body; in this the

subject creates its own organizing principle, or autonomy.
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ln the main, academic writing, even explicitly feminist writing or writing by women who

express feminist interests and concerns, disguises the gender of the author/speaker' A

voice is adopted which performs the act of marginalisation of otherness, or difference; a

voice with a concealed l/eye which assumes or pretends to an ldentity which is identical

with the (speech and other) acts it performs, an l/eye of control ( both over a presumed

self and in relation to other manifestations of self , ) of reason, and thus, authority and

mastery. lt cannot give way or be seen to give way to opposition to its will'

ln an essay called Me and My Shadou¿ Jane Tompkins quotes Ursula Le Guin as

saytng:

The dialect of the father tongue that you and llearned best in college '.'

only lectures... Many believe this dialect - the expository and particular scientific

discourse - is the highest form of language, the true language, of which all other

uses of words are primitive vestiges... lt is the language of thought which seeks

oblectivity.

... The essential gesture of the father tongue is not reasoning, but distancing -

making a gap, a space, between the subiect or self and the ob¡ect or other ...

The father tongue is spoken from above. lt goes one way. No answer is expected,

or heard.

Jane Tompkins adds

The claim being made by the language is analogous to what Barthes calls the

'reality effect'of historical writing, whose real message is not that this or that

happened but that reality exists, So the claim of this language I've been using

(and am using right now) lies in its implicit deification of the speaker. Let's call

it the'authority effect.'lcannot describe the pretense except to talk about what
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it ignores: the human frailty of the speaker, his body, his emotions, his history;

the moment of intercourse with the reader - acknowledgement of the other

person's presence, feelings, needs,2 a

This'phallic'lrelies upon and reproduces hierarchies. lt might concede that, for example,

what Alice Miller refers to as emotional knowledge can be admitted to a truth claim, but if

so, such a claim is a lesser claim than a claim to (scientific or) objective fact, a claim of

and to reason. Yet facts do not necessarily declare truths, and often reduce them.

Jacques Lacan's re-figuring of Platonic philosophy in terms of his concept of the Symbolic

Order and the Father's Law theoretically compounds the problem of speaking from the

place of the other. Within a Lacanian schema there is no real world. The real world, or the

Real, lies beyond language and cannot be grasped within it. The Symbolic is the order of

language and meanings, that which mediates human existence and experience' Lacan

speculates that the human subject enters the Symbolic order through the mirror phase,

upon seeing a reflection of itself in a mirror to which it attaches a sense of identity' This is

said to occur during childhood, somewhere between the ages of six and eighteen months.

The reflection, or image, that the child sees is both the self and not the self. Lacan

describes this image as an expression of the "l" which takes on social meaning, which

speaks under an illusion of coherence. Language is argued to simultaneously further divide

the child, both from what it is not and what it may wish to be, while placing him or her

within the Symbolic order. Kay Schaffer interprets that:

At the same time the child takes on a cultural identity as male or female and

a proper name, a patronym - what Lacan calls the name of the father. This

places the child at a second remove from the self. lt also places the child in

a network of social and symbolic meanings through which sexual differences

and subjectivity are organized. The pre-linguistic imaginary unity with the
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mother must be repressed. lt is replaced by an identity which takes masculinity

as the norm for the self. ...

As soon as the child speaks it assumes a subiective place in language as

either male or not-male.2 5

For Lacan, meaning, and the symbolic order as a whole, is fixed in relation to a primary,

transcendental signifier which Lacan calls the phallus, the signifier of sexual dtfference,

which guarantees the patriarchal structure of the symbolic order.

Using a concept of desire drawn from Sigmund Freud, Lacanian theory assumes that

the desire for control becomes the primary motivating force of the psyche and that a

lack of control, symbolized by the periodic withdrawal of the mother's breast, is the motive

for language. Language is a never-ending attempt at control, at becoming the origin and

gaurantor of meaning. Control is identified with the position of the father and symbolically

represented by the phallus.

Men, like women, are produced by and subject to language and the symbolic order.

However, theoretically men, by virtue of their penis/masculinity, can aspire to a position of

control and power. Women, on the other hand, are understood to have no position within

the symbolic order as women, but only as mothers. Evenso, men and women are rendered

similarly as split subjects, others to ourselves. Within a Lacanian schema none of us can

speak for ourselves since there are always aspects of ourselves which cannot be integrated

within a sense of self as a coherent and unified speaking subiect.

ln terms of binarized conceptual systems and the hierarchies imposed upon them, the

privileged term in any pair can be understood as the masculine term, the subordinated

term as feminine. lf we provisionally accept a discursive construction of The Man as both

an embodiment and effect of mind and reason, one who can speak rationality and reason,

origin and meaning, then The Woman (who Lacan, whether to describe or prescribe, has
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argued does not exist) is rendered as a body of emotion, or non-sense; as Shoshana

Felman puts it: insane and silent: hysterical. ln which case, as Shoshana Felman asks, how

can the woman ( the other) be speaking in this book?

ln Me and My Shadow Jane Tompkins suggests, in part, writing as a woman must include

not merely writing in response or reaction to something someone else has written,

something external, but in response to something within herself, oneself. lt would abandon

the issue of what James J. Sosnoski has termed 'falsificity' and the academic process by

which certain (unwelcome and perhaps subversive) critical arguments can be judged as

false and therefore punishable.2 6

It would seem probable that all writing exists, to a greater or lesser degree, as an

expression of something within and specific to its writer; impossible that it does not. Jane

Tompkins would seem to be making a plea for this 'something' to be made explicit within

scholarship; a move toward an acknowledgement of the 'auto'. She states that post-

structuralist thinking has enabled her to see that the world she knows is a construct of

ways of thinking about it (thinking inside polarized oppositions, ) an effect with no real

privileged claim on truth. By offering different and/or competing and/or alternative

descriptions of the world, she could perhaps change the world. She writes:

Sometimes I think the world contains no women

Why am I so angry ?

Earlier in the essay she had already answered herself: academic/epistemic ideology upholds

conventions of rationality which militate against women's being recognized as culturally

legitimate sources of knowledge. To break with these conventions, to talk about her

'feelings', carries with it the risk, as she puts it, of not being heard at all.

She refers to a lecture given by Alison Jaggar in which the argument is made that
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(Western) epistemology is shaped by the belief that emotion should be excluded from the

process of attaining knowledge. Since women are culturally required to be the bearers of

emotions which masculinity is required to repress, or deny, women's epistemic authority is

undermined. The phallic lknows and speaks as if it needs to know nothing of its feelings,

whether these feelings be experienced either as emotional or somatic events.

(Feelings are often described as if they too are singular events anger or pain,

sadness or ache, fear or coldness, and so on.)

Attempts to speak/write 'as-a-Woman' have manif ested themselves within academic

feminism in a movement identified as l' écriture féminine, founded in France during the

nineteen-seventies, by writers such as Hélène Cixous and Luce lrigaray. They raise the

possibility of biology making itself heard anew in literary discourse by celebrating woman's

discursive association with body and by refusing to accept the separation between body

and mind:

I shall speak about women's writing: about what it will do. Woman must

write herself: must write about women and bring women to writing, from which

they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies - for the

same reasons, by the same law, with the same fatal goal' Woman must put

herself into the text - as into the world and into history - by her

own movement.2 7

So begins Hélène Cixous in The Laugh of The Medusa: her call is to woman to write herself

: her body must be heard, yet who is the woman in any absolute self-knowing sense ?

ln similarity with Kristeva, Cixous argues for feminine forms of signification, forms

that appear peeping out from behind rational doors, brought out onto a new stage of

Writings which threaten the sovereignty of patriarchy and the masculine being. Differently

from Kristeva, Cixous locates feminine aspects of language in an essentialist counter-
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proposal of a specifically female libido. This idea has been elaborated by Luce lrigaray' ln

This sex which ts Not One lrigary explores a proposal for a femininity and a language of

femininity which is characterized by multiplicity and abundance, Rather than being marked

by the lack of a single sex organ it would overflow with multiplicities, since, she argues:

woman 'touches herself' all the time, and moreover no one can forbid her to do

so, for her genitals are formed of two lips in continuous contact' Thus' with herself'

she is already two - but not divisible into one(s) - that caress each other' 2I

The risk inherent in this idea is the risk of relying on notions of feminine essentialism' a

risk referred to earlier involved in any attempt at equalization through reversal' of

maintaining the masculine/feminine opposition and reproducing the same conditions of

oppression differently. ln addition, it is not clear on what grounds men are conceptualized

as not'touching themselves'all the time, or how any feminist understanding of the body

could propose that men have not been driven away from their bodies with the same fatal

goal, albeit with differing manifestations, presentations and sequelae'

ln volatite Bodies Elizabeth Grosz makes an argument that:

... the body has thus far remained colonized through the discursive practises

of the natural sciences, particularly through the discourses of biology and medicine

It has generally remained mired in presumptions regarding its naturalness,

its fundamental biological and precultural status, its immunity to cultural,

social, and historical factors, its brute Status as given, unchangeable,

inert, passive, manipulable under scientifically regulated conditions'2e
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The body can be said to be and understood as a product: there is no'natural'norm for the

body; there are cultural bodily norms which do or do not, or might or might not, conform

to hegemonic norms. Freaks of nature are freaks of culture. As Elizabeth Grosz argues,

women are no more subject to systems of corporeal production than men, Patriarchal

relations do not, as Michel Foucault dramatically describes in DisciplÌne and Punish ,

excuse the male body from disciplinary surveillance and control. The issue is one of a

differential production, so that the female, as a generic idea and discursive category,

takes on the burden (perhaps through extensions of constructions of motherhood) of the

male's corporeality.

A primary aspect of the project of Volatile Bodies is that of focusing on bodies in accounts

or theories of subjectivity, a prolect that is founded on what Elizabeth Grosz has described

as a wager, or bet, ThaT bodies have all the explanatory powers of minds, and that the

facets, complexities and effects of subjectivity can be as adequately explained using the

subject's corporeality as a f ramework as they might be by employing concepts of

consciousness and unconsciousness, The body and corporeality can be understood as the

grounds and terms on which the mind/body opposition is erected.

ln her chapter concerning sexed bodies, Elizabeth Grosz refers to Julia Kristeva's concept

of abjection, a concept drawing heavily on Mary Douglas'text Purity and Danger, in

describing a theory of the cost for the emergence of a clean and proper, orderly and

social, interpellated body.

The abject refers to detachable, separable parts of the body; to tears, sweat, urine,

faeces, saliva, sperm, blood, vomit, hair, nails, skin, teeth; to that which is of the body

and falls away from the body and is irreducible to subject/object and inside/outside

oppositions whilst partaking of both terms. ln being itself disorderly, formless, it threatens

order and must be controlled, hidden, tidied, cleaned up, swept under the carpet. The issue

is that of disorder.
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Paul Schilder is quoted by Elizabeth Grosz as having said that whatever originates in

or emanates out of our body will still remain part of the body image. The abject can be

thought of simultaneously as me and not-me. As such it arouses feelings of horror; it pre-

figures the body as a dead body, the corpse that collapses into the outside; it attests to

the priority of the body over subjectivity and consciousness.

Reflecting on the way in which there is a kind of hierarchy of propriety governing

bodily excretions and detritus (with tears potentially representing purification and shit

representing infection) Elizabeth Grosz states that she cannot understand the basis for a

claim by Julia Kristeva that menstrual blood represents a danger in a way that semen does

not. However, there is no consideration in her discussion of the abject, as it relates to

gender, of the association between menstrual blood and feminine fertility and the

possibility that the (un-born/new-born) child is apprehended, in part, as the

personification of ablection. (Even if we know who the father is, whose placenta is it ?)

lf there are distinctly gendered subjectivites, then the distinctions might pertain to

a difficulty for what may be termed'fathers'in incorporating children into their own body

images; of having to relax or even surrender the boundaries around themselves and

recognize difference outside the regime of One-and-the-Same, particularly for the male

parent of a female child,

ln conceptualizing a difference in and of itself, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari have

called for notions of what they term'becoming', and for the recognition of multiplicities

that are different from pluralized identities. ln A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and

Schizophrenia, they propose that a multiplicity be defined by its capacities (plural) to

undergo permutations, transformations and realignments, Elizabeth Grosz interprets their

thinking this way:

They provide an altogether different way of understanding the body in

its connections with other bodies, both human and non-human, animate
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and inanimate, linking organs and biological processes to material obiects

and social practises while refusing to subordinate the body to a unity

or homogeneity of the kind provided by the body's subordination to

consciousness or to biological organization. Following Spinoza, the body is

regarded as neither a locus for a consciousness nor an organically

determined entity; it is understood more in terms of what it can do,

the things it can perform, the linkages it establishes, the transformations

and becomings it undergoes, and the machinic connections it forms with

other bodies, what it can link with, how it can proliferate its capacities -

a rare, affirmative understanding of the body.30

An understanding that is reminiscent of the concept of the subject in process, although

outside of a dependence on Freudo-Marxist constructions of a subiect dominated either by

the phallus or by relations of production or a combination of both. Subiectivity is displaced

across a range of often competing and contradictory discourses through which we reach

for ourselves and relations with others. The understanding that the individual is not a unity

provides the possibilities, the spaces, for the creation of deliberate change.

Spinoza's most fundamental assumption is that of lnfinite Substance, for him that infinite is

non-divisible, is God. Everythlng is an expression of it. Everything, in a sense, can be

called and recognized as Nature. Spinoza's philosophical investment in what a body can

do, including what it has not yet done and what it can imagine doing, is echoed in the

theorizing of Merleau-Ponty that consciousness is, in the first place, not a matter of I think

that but of I can '.

Sight and movement are specific ways of entering into relationship with objects

and if, through all these experiences, some unique function finds its expression,

it is the momentum of existence, which does not cancel out the radical diversity
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of contents, because it links them to each other, not by placing them all under

the control of an "l think", but by guiding them towards the intersensory unity of

a "world." 31

ln Phenomenology of Perception Merleau-Ponty makes the negative claim that the body is

not an object in space in the way that things are in space. Rather, it is through the body

that we have access to space; the abtebody is transported without instruments; it inhabits

or haunts space. He theorizes that embodied consciousness is an in-between, neither

entirely in me or my mind, nor out there, in the world of objects, but hovering between

things and me, a creative effort.

Our own body is in the world as the heart is in the organism: it keeps the

visible spectacle constantly alive, it breathes life into it and sustains it

inwardly, and with it forms a system.3 2

According to Paul Schilder as he is quoted in Volatile Bodies

The body image can shrink or expand; it can give parts to the outside world

and can take other parts into itself. When we take a stick in our hands and

touch an object with the end of it, we feel a sensation at the end of the stick.

The stick has, in fact, become part of the body-image. ln order to get the

full sensation at the end of the stick, the stick must be in a more or less

rigid connection with the body. lt then becomes part of the bony system of

the body, and we may suppose that the rigidity of the bony system is an

important part in every body-image. (Schilder 1978:zoz) (ltalics mine.)3 3

With an image of a stick in my hand, a stick which becomes a pen through the nib of

which I feel sensations, vibrations and leakages, I want to return to writing, writing with an
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l. As a practitioner of fictocriticism Anne Brewster has argued that

Memory is a source of resistance for minority constituencies and, as the site

of memory, the body is a vehicle of resistance. As such it often contests history

34

She is interested in models for writing within the academy which give expression to what

she terms a radical subjectivity, one in which the subject is both the subiect and the

ob¡ect of the investigation; writings which generate alternative models for knowledge

production which can expose the inadequacies of language as a site of knowledge through

bringing together various discourses which, in forums of academic discourse, we are

typically required to compartmentalize. These writings foreground relativity, hybridisation,

contradiction and uncertainty. Rather than performing the knowing subiect who makes

available the knowable object, they create occasions for becoming.

ln her essay Authorizing the Autobiographical, Shari Benstock problemmatizes what she

refers to as the traditional autobiographical model of a self as a unified entity who acts

deliberately over time and whose essence might be transmitted through carefully wrought

prose. Proposing that the desire which initiates the autobiographical act, and the goal to

which it is directed, is the desire to recapture the self , she goes on to assert that

autobiography reveals the impossibility of its own dream, quoting Ellie Ragland-Sullivan as

insisting that any sense of individual unity is "asymmetrical, fictional and artificial" and

imposed from outside.

Benstock refers to some of Virginia Woolf's work, (particularly passages from her

diaries and Moments of Being, in which the author represents herself as being unpleasantly

preoccupied with mirrored images of her own face) as support for Lacanian theories of the

split subject. ln turn she argues that autobiography constitutes a denial of the effects of

having internalized an alienating world order:that the autobiographer is caught in a
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seam between the "l" which is held to be ideal and the "l" which is reflected back by

others and cannot provide both the "l" arìd the "eye" of memoir:that language itself is a

defence against unconscious knowledge and that the space of writing is the space of a gap

that can never be closed.

However, it is noteworthy that Shari Benstock herself rewrites Virginia Woolf's

description of herself as being ashamed of her habit of looking in the mirror and of her

sense that to have been found looking Ìn the glass would have been against our tomboy

code, insisting that these multi-faceted issues amount to a simple though dreadful shame

of looking at the face in the mirror. She then goes on to wonder, on the page, as to

whether sexual abuse adds to or preceeds this sense of shame. She also concedes the

possibility of certain forms of self-writing which have no investment in creating a cohesive

identity over time.3 5

The possibility might also be conceded of writers who are consciously and

deliberately aware of themselves as split subjects in the psychoanalytic sense, or as

subjects-in-process with unstable or contradictory identities; writers who are acutely

conscious of discrepancies between their self-knowledges and images of themselves as

they are reflected back through various institutions and media; writers who seek to

represent the effects of having to internalize an alienating world order and those elements

of experience which form the background to their perceptions and actions; writers who do

not need critics to sift through their writings for hidden evidences of discontinuity.

ln Textual Spaces Stephen Muecke argues that the identity of Aboriginality is not only

constructed in discourse but that as a discursive construction it is implicated in the

formation of non-Aboriginal Australians, Whatever'Aboriginality'is, he insists, it has never

always been the same thing, has differed from ancient times to the present, across legal

definitions and between tribal groups. He further argues :
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ln terms of cultural politics, the struggle for space is crucial, both in terms

of real space (for instance land rights) and the more metaphorical space

of representation ( whose image will count ? )tu

ln Monstrous knowledge: Doing PhDs in the new human¡t¡es Bob Hodge quotes a paragraph

from The Archeology of Knowledge which includes the ssntence there are monsters on the

prowl whose forms atter with the history of knowledge. 3 7 These monsters are understood

to lurk at the borders, in the darkness that surrounds disciplinary organizations of

knowledge, threatening a deformation of their structures.

fhe PhD by Creative Writing might be thought of as one such monster,

corresponding to what Bob Hodge terms the transdisciplinary, a new potentially explosive

density near some arbitrary margin that destabilizes the basic core-plus-periphery

structure of prior disciptines. The transdisciplinary emerges out of a (postmodern) tendency

to see all disciplines and many of their objects as forms of language, Bob Hodge suggests

that the marker of post-modern thought is an awareness of the problem of discourse. The

problem of discourse is also the possibility of discourse, of communication. As Stephen

Muecke expresses it:

Since we don't come to language occasions equally constituted as subiects,

we are not equally authorized in any given language to produce texts;

(So) language is not just about conveying information, nor even about

communication in the broad sense. lt is about asserting one's right to

maintain a position in discourse; it is about providing guidelines for other

people's insertion.3 I

The PhD in Creative Writing is explicitly a language occasion, an occasion so potentially

alarming that, in his essay The Preface as Exegesis, Nigel Krauth ,suggests that the

promotion of the exegesis as a significant component of the doctoral thesis in its entirety
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has been the key reason why the creative PhD has been allowed into Australian

IJniversities. The exegesis legitimates 'the creative' in an academic context.

Describing it as a part of the main work but apart from it, and the creative writer

as a legitimate expositor of his or her own work, with more than one voice to speak with,

Nigel Krauth argues that prefacing or exegetical activity functions as a framing device

positioned between the world created in fiction (or play or poem) and the world the reader

inhabits. Universities are, he argues, asking post-graduate creative writers to articulate not

only what their 'fiction' is doing but also what they think the culture thinks about what

they are doing. He cannot see a problem with this; the University is supporting the old

concept of the writer as both maker and interpreter of her or his work and could be said to

be providing her or him with the opportunity to 'speak twice' about the literary nerves of

their work, to rise from Barthesian Death. 3s

There would seem to be a problem, however, with his use of the term 'culture' and

with his proposition that what he terms the creative product tests the writer's primary

perceptions on 'the culture' and the exegesis goes on to test his or her secondary

perceptions on cultural knowledge overall, There is not simply one culture, anymore than

there is one womanhood, or one Aboriginality, so a question hangs in the air as to which

culture or cultures the writers of these exegeses imagine themselves in relation to.

Further, early in the essay Nigel Krauth insists that there is a well-established

practice of writers attaching to creative works commentary co-texts in non-fiction form.

He then goes on to give examples of this practise, particularly in the work of Vladimir

Nabakov. The examples are far from being non-fictional. The Foreword of Lolita is penned

by Nabokov pretending to be a (non-existent) Dr John Ray. lt is directed at directing and

preventing readings, at controlling the scope of readers'engagement with the primary text

so as to exclude a reading of 'pornography'. Nabakov's Foreword To The Defence pre-empts

what he condescendingly or anxiously calls hack revtewers - persons who move their lips

when reading and their anticipated failure to appreciate the sophisticated literary
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techniques he claims to have used

Excuse rne - can t just interrupt for a ntontent ? lt's iust that we've been writirtg now for

several thousands of words and we only mentioned me - or I - once - and that was when you said we

were going to get back to writing - and we still haven't -
what do you mean we haven't got back to it ? of course we have - - we're wr¡t¡ng

now -

well you might be - but I'm not - l'm starting to feel like one of those ghosts in those old

English films we used to watch on Sunday afternoons - wandering around son-te old castle with nty

head tucked under nty arm -

ijust want to speak. iwant to tell you. how it happened. ididn't know

how to tell you. i didn't know how to step out of that magic circle an

event inscribes around you. the circle that binds you to the spot, the

moment. i wanted to tell you. r wanted you to know, what you do with

these words is of small import. words travel. change shape. visceral.

a gesture. a movement, the stomach of the world. to spin out. to weave.

spellbound i watch the conjuring of utterance. tattoo of the gaze. i was trying

to tell you. ineeded to speak. your eyes missed a beat. the circle wavered.

ifell into speech. imoved into darkness. listening is dampness. the word

touching. the warm body nurses restlessness into speech. enchanted i was

in the world again. there were lights and the music was spinning. there were

bodies fully opaque. everywhere words were weaving their spell.ao

*
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Speaking for Myself/A Framing Device.

Many years ago, wanting to obtain a passport in order to travel to Spain with my boyfriend

and his family, I asked my mother for my birth certificate. What she gave me in response

was a Certified Copy of an entry in the Adopted Children Register: lssued at the Central

Register Office, Somerset House, London, and dated the seventeenth of January, nineteen

sixty-one.

All of the print on the certificate is typed in red tnk. Geranium red. The number of

the entry is 63854. My date of birth is given, along with the information that I was born in

the district of Hope, Salford, England and that my sex is female. My mother and her

husband are named as my adopters and my surname is recorded as being theirs. There is

no indication anywhere on the certificate that lam the biological child of the woman

adopting me, neither is there any mention of my biological father. A note in the top left

hand corner of the document states : The statutory fee for this certificate is 3s. 9d.

No I told my mother that's not what I want - I want my birth certificate.Thctfr't a,ll"

I'vø got, replied my mother, in a don't,lrothelv mø wi¡nh tlvüs now tone, and turned away.

As I look back at the young woman I was then I do wonder at the fact that I accepted this

without a struggle. I have never seen my official birth certificate, or made any further

attempt to trace it or establish for myself whether or not lhave one and, if ldo, who (if

anyone) my mother named as my father. Re-reading my adoption certificate now, here,

today, lrecall the note of threat about my mother's refusal to even discuss the possibility

of its existence, a note similar to that which came attached to her injunction clon't ØuQ/L go

looh,ing ,lro+ gouv lrathet, - hø doe¡n't wawt Aou - h,ø nøveh cl,itl ns was so often the case

in my relationship with my mother, her experience of threat translated into a threat which

seemed to be directed at me.

There is a Caution on the adoption certificate : any person who falsifies any of
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the particulars on it, or uses a falsified certificate as true, knowing it to be false, is liable

to prosecution. Clearly a highly significant piece of paper/writlng within a patriarchal

society, it brings me into being, at the age of three and a half, within the Symbolic

Order Proper. I become a legitimate subject, stamped with a patronym, the legal progeny

of a husband and wife.

Paradoxically it simultaneously marks a death of mine, the unmaking of the We

which was the world of me and Murphy. Out of this world, (of 'real'or'imaginary'unity

with'the mother') had it been let be, a different lwould necessarily have emerged.

It is this piece of paper which represents the driving force of what I will term this

autobiographical text, written under the working title of Murphy's Daughte¿ which had

been gestating for decades and which began to take shape in the middle of the year

2000.

I had, by that time, made two attempts to contact my alleged father, Dr William

Begg.The first was made in the English summer of nineteen seventy-five, the year lleft
'home'. A consultant gynaecologist, the father of an acquaintance, had provided me with

the details of the last hospital at which he had worked. ltelephoned the hospital in the

summer of that year, askiñg to speak with Dr Begg. lwas transferred from.one person to

another, up through a line of authority which stopped at the hospital administrator. lwas

asked who I was and what my interest was. I answered I believe I'm his daughter. After a

pause I was told l'm very sorry - Doctor Begg died several years ago. Once again, at least

initially, I accepted this information without explicit question.

Three summers later I was a psychology student holidaying in a tent on the Greek

island of Lindos. There I met a couple, a husband and wife, who were both practising

Diagnostic Radiologists, employed by a hospital in Bristol. They had a colleague in that

hospital by the name of Dr James Begg, a colleague whom they began to describe, over a

bottle of retsina, in an anecdote about human strangeness. They had no awareness of the

likely biological connection between me and their fellow radiologist. They described him as
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being a brilliant clinician. He was Scottish. He wore his hair in a strange, they thought

juvenile, version of a crew cut, so that he gave the impression of being a G.l. He was

reclusive, and said to spend time locked up in his office listening to recordings of the

Nürnberg Rally. He was prone to temper tantrums thrown in reaction to any questioning of

his clinical judgement. He wrote rhyming ditties. The'really weird thing'about him was that

his father was a psychiatrist:surely a psychiatrist could father someone more'normal', or,

what did that say for psychiatry ?

lsn't his father dead ? I asked

They seemed to become completely still before their open mouths asked simultaneously do

you know him ?

The fact, the truth, the experience of this meeting was as strange as, and to me

stranger than, any possible fiction. Our conversation ended with them telling me that Dr

James Begg had said nothing to indicate that his father was dead. Two thoughts began to

circulate in my head. The first was that perhaps when lmade my telephone call to the

hospital that had last employed Dr William Begg, he was standing next to the administrator

saying Tell her l'm dead. The second was that perhaps personality disorders ran in the

family.

This sequence of events, or stories, is briefly and tangentially re-presented in

Chapter II, in the form of a dream in which lam in a Greek taverna with a strange haircut,

losing my teeth, trying to get to the university,

Following my migration to Australia, and then the birth of my third child, lonce again

made efforts to contact Dr Begg. lt was in fact 1989 when lhad the conversation with his

wife in which she asked me are you who I think you are ? and during which she conf irmed

his death and agreed to sending me a photograph of him in return for an undertaking from

me that lwould make no further attempts to contact any member of my paternal family or
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her,

I was desperate f or this photograph, in that I was desperate f or something,

anything, which would identify me beyond the certificate which established my status as

the adopted child of a man who lcould not make happy and a woman who could not

mother me, lwas desperate, for my child(ren) as well as myself, for a sense of belonging,

of having'somewhere to go', some place of origin to which lmight return.

ln the birth of Sebastian I had recreated, to the day, the circumstances of my own

birth. Like my mother, lhad given birth to an'illegitimate'ohild whose biological father

was hostile to us. Like my father, lwas married with two'legitimate'children when my

third and'illegitimate'child was delivered. ln recognizing this double re-enactment lbegan

to understand the redemptive impulse of what might be understood as a form of Repetition

Compulsion. I had managed to 'do' what they had done and in so doing, at some

inarticulate and/or inarticulable level, had rendered myself 'like'or'the same'as both of

them, thereby potentially exonerating them both. The psychological dependence of a

'child'on his or her parents renders intolerable the possibility of perceiving or recognizing

them as 'bad'.

( Should what I am saying be made clearer ? elaborated ? or does it

make sense?

Well it makes sense to me. You repeat your parents'mistakes both as a mearìs

of understanding them and as a way of avoiding the terror of condemning them,

and thereby yourself. And in your case/ that desire was intensified by the empty

misery of life with Pat and Vernon, and by those descriptiorrs of your circumstances,

and of your meanings, as they were articulated by your mother. She had a way

with words, your mother.

Why do you keep referrrng to her as my mother ? She was your mother
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too.

No she wasn't. Mary Murphy was my mother. lthought we had established that. )

I look back on the pact that I made with my father's wife, a photograph in return for my

un-existence, and wonder again at my own acquiescence. I do not know what sense a

reader might make of the transaction. ln the simplest sense, lhad internalized the various

messages I had received as to my own un-entitlement and in psychiatric language had a

self-image based on the idea that I was bad. Very much wanting to be 'good' I kept my

'word', my part of the deal with my father's wife, for over a decade, up until the time I

began to writing this'autobiography'. This is not to say that the autobiography constitutes

a bid to make contact with my (half) brother or sister, but that it beg¡ns to break with

some of the silences constraining my living being and to a lesser extent that of my

children. They have an aunt and an uncle who have no knowledge of their existence.

The year two thousand: lwas in the second year of my enrolment as a PhD candidate. As I

indicated earlier, the'fictocriticism'lhad so earnestly embarked upon was'not working'.

Three things happened : the 'PhD in Creative Writing' was admitted at Adelaide University;

there was an exhibition in the university library celebrating, amongst other things, the life

and work of one of its graduates, Dr Percy Begg, and I had an extraordinary encounter

with an elderly Aboriginal man on North Terrace.

Despite anxieties about 'ideological correctness', 'speaking for others' and

something I had of ten heared referred to disapprovingly around the university as

'Appropriating Aboriginal Experience', my first attempt at finding my autobiographical voice

found expression in a draft for a story, STEPS 41, which told some of the story of this

encounter. The title, STEPS, referred in my mind not only literally and metaphorically to

the story's content, our feet, our physical beings, moving towards one another, standing

facing one another and moving on from one another, (a'progression') but also to a
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writing method which drew very much on my experiences of dance, and of my own

body.

ln childhood, through dance as through reading, lcould take up imaginary sub¡ect

positions. lcould myself impose forms of order, control and perfection on a body

otherwise bewildered, bitten, denied, overwhelmed, isolated, thirsty, disobedient, leaking,

treacherous, biting back, hit, bleeding, spanked, slapped, throbbing, force-fed, sinful,

vision-impaired, grabbed, thrown, detained, abandoned, soiled, car-sick, kissed, kicked,

falling, haemorrhaging, only ever recovering, never recovered, and angry. Angry about a

fearfulness which lcould neither harness, nor untangle, cast like a plaster around a bone

of grief.

Through my writing lwanted to convey a sense of the validity of Elizabeth Grosz's claim

that bodies have all the explanatory powers of minds, and also a sense of consciousness

inhabiting as much, if not more, a space of "l can" as of "l think". lwanted to write as

though I were choreographing, as though each word f ormed part of a manuscript, a

notation, for something which could be re-worked as a dance or a mime, as theatre or

performance:a body language. Something that Martha Graham, Gene Kelly or Marcel

Marceau could have interpreted in physical art form. lwanted the reader to'see'and'feel'

the encounter, not merely read about it.

This encounter constituted for me an intimate contact with a living paternal origin.

The embrace between us aroused feelings in me that were akin to some of the feelings

expressed in Yevgeny Yevtushenko's poem Colours o' , marking a 'beginning in the

coloured world'. lt marked the beginning of (what lcan only, to date, express, despite the

fear of charges of mis-appropriation, as) my own Australian aboriginality. By this lmean

that I had reached, or 'arrived at' a departure point, one from which I could make a claim

(even if only in silence with myself) that, in part, loriginated here. Originating here, I

could return to here.

lfelt that lhad been given a kind of permission to'be here'and therefore to'be'.
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and f urther, despite the under-acknowledged and unresolved suf f ering of 'The Stolen

Generation', permission also to'go and get my kids'. This permission came from someone

who had a traditional right, as opposed to a legal authority, to give it. 'Here' began to take

on elements of a home within which and about which I could write. The condition I was

then in represented a kind of ending, although not an ending in the sense of closure, a

finishing, but rather in the sense of a resolving, or dissolving, of a deep sense of

alienation, The songs of the birds lnamed to myself as castanets and nightingales sang

inside my head. The fragrances of lemon and eucalyptus seeped through my pores. I was

not who they said I was. I was somebody else. My relationship with rain had changed.

As a short story SIEPS could not express the full felt significance of this occasion, an

occasion of 'becoming'. lt could express, perhaps, the writer's sense of her own implication

in racist oppression through a backward glance at a love she had once had for a 'black

bastard' and the thwarting and failure of that love to secure its own meanings. lt could not

accomodate the writer's own history of abjection within patriarchy and consequent

homelessness.

lwas once asked by a psychiatrist why lthought lhad'waited'until lwas on the other

side of the world, in a location almost diametrically opposite Scotland, before re-searching

my biological father. lthought the more interesting question was why (l thought) lhad

travelled to Australia to have an'illegitimate'child. lknew that the answer to that question

was tangled up both in my apprehension that Australia was a place to which the British

Empire sent its undesirable subjects, and in my mother's story that I was born up6¿d'ø-down

a,nrt lrach-to-þorvt. Here I imagined I could be upside-down amongst fellow outcasts.

As lhave said, the birth of my third child induced my renewed and urgent search

for my father/a home. As a migrant and/or as myself, I was at that time violently unsettled

and fearful. ln writing about my father lwas clear that for varying reasons, and to varying

degrees of intensity, I did not want to devote my energy to writing a thorough
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explanatory account, consciously fictionalized or not, of the relationship(s) through which

Sebastian was conceived. I felt I would be writing forever in the attempt and probably

embroiled in some form of litigation as a result. Writing as much as lhave caused me some

anxiety; however one version of the relationship(s) is already a matter of public record on

a Family Court file.

To carry my reader with me to a point of the fullest possible appreciation of the

'meanings'of a moment of reconciliation with self as other, lneeded a ltterary device

which would represent a catalyst f or the 'quest' in a here-and-now. The exhibition

concerning Dr Percy Begg seemed to fall, like a gift from fictional gods, out of the sky.

I remember reading somewhere that many analysts of narrative suggest that the end writes

the beginning and shapes the middle. The beginning is an arbitrary moment in hegemonic

time; in literary terms it is also an intertextual event. The beginning of Murphy's Child

relies upon the once upon a time of fairytale to introduce and integrate both a sense of

'the daily' or mundane, and of the incredible or unreal.

The first person named in the text is Dr Percy Begg, and the second, Dr William

Begg.My father's name was the only means lhad of tracing him. lhave spent a great deal

of time and energy in internal and external debate about my right to name, to identify,

either him or any other member of my biological family, including my children. ln writing

about my life and struggling with this question lfound it virtually impossible to imagine any

other names for any of them, or for Bob Zanetti. This struggle reflects the power of

language to call into being, to make known and delimit.

Considering the text as a thesis for submission within the academy, lhave made the

decision to let these names be what they are. (The phrase Begging is Prohibitedwould not

have the same significance if Dr Begg had been re-named Dr Smith.) This decision was

enabled by discussion first with my children and then, over the telephone, with my mother.

My mother's stated position was a surprisingly and almost nerve-wrackingly conciliatory

wní,tø whctt you nøøcl, to. My sons' reaction was an excited are we Ìn a book ? and my
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daughter's was / can't imagine that you would write anything that I wouldn't be proud to be

associated r¡zlth, Thinking about these responses from the perspective of the social worker I

used to be, lam not sure that they amount to'informed consent'. However, lhave also

taken advice from Professor Tom Shapcott to the effect that if the book is to be published

at some future time, and there is any problem with naming from a publishing/legal

perspective, there will be editors to address that concern.

Recently ( 13.07.02 )an interview was broadcast on Channel 10 between Oprah

Winf rey and the actor Michael J. Fox concerning his autobiography Lucky Man in which he

writes about his own struggle with Parkinson's Disease and what he described as the

mind/brain split it effects. Two actors who had not yet read the book and who were

represented in it were also briefly interviewed. They made a good-humoured comment to

the effect that if they did not like the way they were portrayed - we're old enough to

write our own book and we can get even.

ln my own life there is a real living human-being on whom the character'Richard'is

based. That real human being gave me his gruff permission - write what you /ike. Although

lhave given him a pseudonym, anyone who knows me well equally knows who he is and

can identify him. The same applies to those other characters who represent other'real'

people who populate (or in the case of 'Theresa'have populated ) my life in the here-

and-now of the text. 'Paul"Theresa"Freya"Sandra"Finnie' and 'Michaela' all read final

drafts of the manuscript and voiced no objections to the existence of these characters.

ln writing these'others'lam conscious of two debts, one to Kate Grenville and one

to Virginia Woolf. lt was in Kate Grenville's Lilian's Story that lfirst encountered the use of

italics, rather than inverted commas, to denote speech acts.a 3 I extended this technique

to include the use of different fonts for the voices of Fiona-then, Fiona-now, my mother

and Vernon, and italics not only for verbalized thought but for internal dialogue or

representations of 'consciousness' and for quotations from other written sources.

The debt to Virginia Woolf is less specific. ln her essay/lecture 'Mr Bennett and Mrs

Brown' she expresses the view that people who write novels do so because they are
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lured on to catch the phantom of some character which has imposed itself upon them.

She calls one such character Mrs Brown, one of those clean threadbare old ladies... (who)

Mr Bennett has never once looked at and insists :

At whatever cost of lrfe, limb and damage to valuable property Mrs Brown

must be rescued, expressed, and set in her high relation to the world

before the train stopped and she disappeared for ever. And so the smashing

and the crashing began.aa

ln the same essay Virginia Woolf also refers to what she terms the appalling effort of

saying what (she) meant.

All of the characters in my novel, even odious ones, are, in a writerly sense, Mrs

Browns. A'high relation'is not necessarily a morally'good'or admirable relation. lread it

to be a relation of significance. I sought to afford each character the respect of being

painted in such a way that a reader would want to know more about them, would ask

questions of them, perhaps even the same questions I ask myself.

The one person and character in this story who I do not question is Mary Murphy. I have

very few narratable memories of Murphy. I think Nietzsche was right in surmising that pain

is the key term in instituting memory as account. There is no need to account for an

eternal present bordered by the presence of a nurturing ally. With regard to her

disappearance, or ejection, from my world as an adopted daughter, I have always known,

to varying degrees, that she had no choice, no voice, in this.

After her death I inherited one piece of her property, a battered old suitcase. That

suitcase accompanied me to many destinations. The last time it was in my possession was

during my last visit to New Zealand, some time after I knew of the death of my father. lts

emotional, or sentimental, value cannot really be expressed, neither the anger and grief

aroused by the fact that my former husband, having borrowed it, lost it. This loss, and
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the story of how it came about, did

recuperation iwanted to tell. ln the

hatpin.

not serve (in my own estimation) the story of

telling, the missing suitcase became the founcj

When lfirst wrote of its discovery lwas somewhat astonishecj by the certainty with

which lknew this symbolic equivalent to be a hatpin. Subsequently engaged in research, i

traced its origin to a 1942 Warner Brothers film, Now Voyager, starring Claude Rains, Paul

Heinreid and one of my childhood heroes (sic), Bette Davies.

ln this film, Bette Davies plays the part of Charlotte Vane/Camille Beauchamp, the

daughter of a wealthy family, born relatively late and unwanted in her mother's life. At the

start of the film Charlotte Vane is portrayed as being on the verge of a nervous breakdown

and (not to put too fine a point on it) ugly:overweight in terms of current standards of

feminine loveliness, and bespectacled, she wears heavy eye-brows and frumpy clothes.

She is a secret cigarette smoker. Her emotional desperation is narrated as the result of the

psychological and physical imprisonment within which her mother both controls her life and

punishes her Tor having been born.

Charlotte is'rescued'by a'psychiatrist'and, following a period in a rest

home/therapeutic community/idyll emerges as an elegant although still tremulous young

woman wearing another woman's (Camille's) sumptuous velvet cloak. She is now a

passenger on a cruise. Camille has a love-affair with a handsome married man who is a

loving father and the charming victim of a loveless marriage to a cold and also controlling

wife. After the consummation of this love-affair the cruise ends and the two part, agreeing

never to see one another again. Charlotte returns to the Vale family home, physically and

emotionally in transformation.

ln the scene which marks the f irst meeting between Mrs Vane and Charlotte

following the latter's return, Charlotte runs over to her mother, kissing her on the cheek

and exclaiming mother you look wonderfully well - Lisa said...... Mrs Vane cuts her off

with the remark Lisa knows nothing about me and then tells Charlotte To go over there

where I can look at you - - walk up and down - - turn around. Charlotte complies with
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all of these instructions and, as she is turning around, removes a hatpin from her hat

which she then takes off. On her face there is an expression of tormented resentment as

she looks back at her mother whilst, in the same moment, jamming the pin into her hat'

The gesture denotes the beginning of her struggle to assert her own will.

The story continues. Towards the end Mrs Vane dies after a sudden seeming

heart-attck. charlotte is afraid that she has killed her by defying her. Mrs

Vane never got 'used to' either Charlotte, or Camille'

During this film tlrere are at least three scenes in which Paul Heinreid

puts two cigarettes in his mouth, lights them, and then passes one to Bette Davies

Almost every character is filmed smoking a cigarette at least once, including the

psychiatrist who, incidentally, is an unprofessional character by contemporary

standa rds

To what extent my life, and therefore my writing, has been directed by this film

ldo not know. lwas very surprised to see, when re-searching it for this exegesis,

that the story is introduced by an image of a clock. An outdoor clock saying four

o'clock, standing outside, in the rain.

As lwrote about the childhood lendured with my mother, my feelings about her began to

change. Before writing, whenever lthought about her, my thoughts invariably generated

such a cluster of incomprehension, fury and repulsion that it amounted to a form of dread.

I began writing with an emotional and physical desire to separate myself from her as my

only actual point of origin and the embodiment of my own sense of shame'

As I wrote, I began to picture my mother as a young homeless girl of nineteen who

'fell in love'with a married man and then'fell pregnant'in her relationship with him. I

began to feel her aloneness and her fear and to ask what if there had been no Murphy ?
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I began to wonder that both Vernon and my biological father had so long escaped being

the objects of my own anger, Vernon because consciously I told myself he was nothing to

do with me, and my father who, through his absence, was the object of my idealization. I

began to think about my mother in terms of the feminist analysis that in patriarchal

relations females take on the burden of the corporealities of males, and to reflect on the

on-going inf luences of patriarchy on my own sense of identity and subjectivity,

irrespective of any ability to theorize and comprehend what they might be.

After writing loften pictured my mother as a young child crouching in an air-raid

shelter, which she said was in the garden of the family home, listening to the sound of

Doodlebugs going over Oldham during World War II. My mother was seven when that war

ended. When she was given her first banana she was too enchanted by it to eat it and

carried it around until it turned black.

I recalled hearing a relatively successful Australian author in an interview during the

course of which he was asked by James Griffin if he intended to write his own memoirs.

His answer was a definite Nq his reason given IhaI autobÌographies hurt people.

What is the difference between a memoir and an autobiography ? Has memoir become a

pseLrdo-legal term in postnrodern literary culture, intending to convey a. message of 'this is

how I remember it' as opposed to the 'this is how it was' of autobiography ?

An autobtography is written by the person who is being written about -

a memoir could be written by someone about someone else

So why is Angela's Ashes called a rrremoir of a childhooda 5 and not an autobiography of

a childhood ?

I don't know - now sit still and don't keep interrupting.
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I have thought a good deal about the view that autobiographies hurt people. lt could just

as well be said that the bible or history or the news hurts people. I have thought about who

an autobiography is designed for and who might be hurt by one and why. I have thought

that I do not want my mother, or any of my family, to be hurt by anything I have written

but that, in the first instance, I had to be my own Mrs Brown and that as my own creation;

it was up to me rescue her as best I could.

I wrote f rom a f eminist perspective, a perspective which sees valued philosophical

concepts such as Reason, Truth, Knowledge, Existence and Validity as gaining their

privileged position through the marginalisation or expulsion of other terms, such as the

irrational, the emotional, the body and the unstable:terms which are associated with the

f eminine.

ln an essay Philosophy ElizabeTh Grosz describes that a philosophy compatible with

feminism does not yet exist as a definite 'body of texts' before going on to outline what

some of the tendencies of such a philosophy might be. These include an open acceptance

of its status as context-specific; an assertion of continuity, or contiguity, between the

subject and object of knowledge; a perspective that theory itself is a form of strategy or

practice, and that oppositions, particularly between truth and falsity, are to be viewed as

largely irrelevant (in that the focus is on intersubjective and intertextual effects); in

summary '. a feminist philosophy expands the concept of reason .... it seeks a reason that is

not separated from experience but based upon it, that is not opposed to the body but

accepts ¡t, not distinct from everyday life but cognisant of ¡t.46

Perhaps another way of saying this is in echoing Michael J. Fox in surmising that his

mind is neither identical with his brain, nor located in it, as though in some castle

surrounded by moats and enemy legions.

The articulation of a feminist philosophy is not one of a philosophy confined to and

by those issues which have been historically constructed as'women's issues'; it is the

expression of a philosophy which is free to roam amongst many issues, from land
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degradation to illegal immigrants to ghosts, or the spiritual. Elizabeth Grosz envisions a

philosophy which accepts its position as historically grounded in patriarchal texts whilst

anticipating its future in a movement beyond its own history.

ln a 1994 book, The Name of the Mother: Wilting lllegitimacy Marie Maclean explores her

own hypothesis that there have already existed forms of what she terms, following

Deleuze, 'minority-becoming' and that these can be traced in the personal writings of

those who 'assume the name of the mother'. By this phrase she is referring to writers who

have substituted what she terms a matronym (or a pseudonym with maternal associations)

for the traditional and conventionally accepted name of the father, She suggests that the

'natural'site for such a substitution is illegitimacy, by which the'natural'child is marked

as culturally unnatural:

The lack or refusal of a father's name is a form of social excluslon which

can paradoxically be a form of social liberation, conferring a real or imagined

freedom from the law of the father.aT

Describing herself as having been born by the loving choice of a determinedly single

mother in a period when this was generally not considered an option Marie Maclean

proposes that there are conclusions to be drawn from the fact that the fantasies of the

'normal'bourgeois child, the famous'family romance', were the realities of the

excluded'.

It seemed to me worthwhile to examine the writing, the discourses and

particularly the rebirth into the symbolic which occurs in the autobiographical

or para-autobiographical texts of those to whom illegitimacy, real or

assumed, becomes not a negative but a positive experience, not a disabling

but an enabling context.
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Researching a series of personal narratives of bastards, or would-be bastards (i.e. those

who engage in processes of self-delegitimation, )ranging over the 200-year history of

modern France, she confirms her hypothesis that the writing of this minority-becoming

would take the form of a Bakhtinian heteroglossia : a blending of the voices of gender, of

class and of both familial and public discourses i a strategy for delegitimating the

authorised form of structured narrative by infusing it with the random play of memory,

represented by shifts in form as well as voice.

ln the writings of Louise Michel (1830-1905) Marie Maclean reads the author as

substituting the workings of memory, fragmentation, diversion, free association and random

patterning, for the cause and effect, a then b, then as a result c, of accepted narrative, to

create narratives based on what she terms the'etcetera principle', or the heteroglossia of

childhood, in which everything perceived (from a worm's-eye view) is a fact. She goes on

to argue:

Access to education is what perm¡ts writing, and it is only through writing

their illegitimacy and having the texts published that the proclamation of

delegitimation and the resultant signature become a possibility for social

outcasts

Those who succeed in proclaiming their delegitimation by laying public

claim to bastardy and who use the name of the mother as the sign of

their emancipation from the law of the Father constitute, as we have

seen, a form of noise in the system - sometimes the social, sometimes

the political or literary system. lt is in the interest of stability that this

noise should be silenced. But the noise makers have something going for

them. The more powerful and public the initial delegitimation, the stronger

will be the forces of the eventual relegitimation.

.... the inevitable reterritorialization will take place.a 7
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Clearly dramatic social differences between our respective biological mothers are implied

by Marie Maclean's description of her own mother's choice to have a child outside of

marriage, a choice which surely would have been facilitated as much by economic as by

emotional factors. She would also seem to be making an assumption regarding the fixed

biological nature of motherhood. Murphy's Child speaks in part to the perceived non-

choices of my birth mother and to the loving choice of Mary Murphy, my social mother,

who first taught me language and song.

ln my own writing lsought to respond to the possibility of undermining dichotomized

thinking particularly through denying myself all use of the word 'but', except when it

occurred ìn utterance ( for example: but t didn't break the door.) This strategy was also a

response to Spinoza's assumption of lnfinite (non-divisable) Substance, an assumption

which renders the concept of illegitimacy as a nonsense, or untruth.

lincluded'poetry', or the poetic as it is in my head, as part of my own

heteroglossia. Poetry helps me to reflect on the recognition that when the space around a

being or thing is varied, then the meaning of that being or thing is also varied. Poetry is

also a strategy for expanding the meaning of words and, for me, a metaphor for the

physical transcendence of thought ( writing is an act, a behaviour or performance, not

merely a 'mental' process.)

Whilst understanding the theoretical formulations for the problem of the feminine as

an absence in language, or as that which functions as if it were an absence ( or lack or

void ) ldo think that l/we have demonstrated that it is possible to represent a life story

from embodied experience and memory, to render the 'feminine' as a presence, and to

open up new spaces for alternative meanings.

>k
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A Cløan Sløte

lúniting, I l,íkø w4,í.ting, I a,lwagt havø

w+ifüng w,íth pønoi,l,,s on Muø-Linexl papetv,

thø h,tøhed ,soun¡l,s ol, oh,i,klnøn

copy,öng thapet þom a cha,lha l>ouvd,

,sltou,l¡letø hunchød, tonguea tippød oufr in concønfr/vattion,

in thø rnomønft, ol¡ d,Acoveling tome'thing öhtut h'atl not l'øøn thehø,

cctt¡ ,slvítÌ,ing on ntctfta, nx^tcthet thø could Lø elva¡ød.

Thø pnog+eat¿on to +øa'1, w4,ûting,

túíte,h,ing toge,thel, pÒ66í,lr'í/,í.tiet, Linlting tign wíth ti,gn,

(r pØn lro+ tí,|,øwt, 6pøøc,h,, irtt htui,l, e'tc,h,í,ng ,ink iwto v,íngin pape/u,

Døav Aunfrg F,l,o - Thanhgou l¡o+ thø ,tove'l,g hanrlkel,c'h,ie'(¡.

H'írling Aoun clíaappoirubnønrt, om,ítfríng to møntion,

l,øavning to Liø où uaØ gou/v i,magína'tion,

Døut, Futhe^, Ch^,íAtnùcn : Whøn I Gnow Up,

w,ítsh-Líntts anrl, comytotí.bionö, ea6e,g6 and l¡ongØd, ¿ick-notets,

,t ovø-,l,e'üelø, hctiø-ma,ù|, and gtLahbi,bí.t

cct/wød iruto üvøø-t/cun]ø, tptvaged aeho66 warlß

lroclie's and øoønfui melvEing with onø anothe¡v

anrl, Janø Looen John. Tnuø,
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A Cúøan Slaie.

HoLklagt +øcoulød in pott-cawlrt and yte,l'Met

tcw{¡tùí,ng mømo4,iet on damp ¡uíl'lrØd 6anl,,

ytrvom,ülets d,øohørL. otrt in 6øunøe4, clnapøcl (re),oö6 roe,hts,

guv{and,íng þingetø arul nøc,fus arul o,nhl,e¡

wiine¡tød Lg tøagu,l,lrs h,igh urùcleh durshg c'l,ou¿lrs

thø myúeniowt lvietvog,l,Ap+ùict o6 detsitvø.

L'ítûs ol¡ thíng6 to do : Pi,oh up d/LA e'|,øarving - tahø cctrt to ve't'6,

thoytpíng 4,int¡ høaog w,ífrh watJhinE arul (¡unrvírshin7,

møafrA arul vøge,to{t'(,ea, cl,innelv ¡cttlvtg nlønu^,

(¡onøign ,l,angugett in d,ffielvønrt col,otrtø,

,lauaút¡vaufr anrl nartafrowirl'dø anrl 6ome- öimø, in thø tummelv-timø,

6ang4ia, þom thø Spanfush, Møe,cLing,

Punchatlen th,ø cou,ld not l'ø ctccounfrøcl ,lro+,

d,iaviel and dta,tømøntts w,lvíeh rnaÁ,ø no 6ØnaØ,

oa,l,øytkinø anrl l>.ín'th¿l,ag carÁ,s thu,t dí,cl not comø,

a Le'trelt that lrøgan Døcttt, John,

døødrt døc'l,uving thøm¡e'toe¡, clømancl,ing 6i,gnatu,tLe¡ ayul døovøe¡

nfui and, oÇdo[,ufrø, arul Sina,l'{A, a c'|,øan al,a,tø

clnrl nxo4,Ø wnífüng. I l,íhø to w¡,í.te, I a,ûtragt havø.
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Errata

. 'ot' f or 'or' ( p.20 )

. 'Volatile Bodies' f or 'Volatile Bodies, (p.30)

. 'problemmatizes' for ,problematizes, (p. 31)

. 'preceeds' for ,precedes' (p. 32)

. 'practise' for 'practice' (p. 34)




